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WEB SUMMARY
Some landforms and coastal features are more vulnerable to climate and sea level variation
than others. Hence the immediate aim of this project was to determine the vulnerability of
landforms on the Gingin-Dandaragan coast to changing weather and oceanographic
(metocean) conditions, including projected changes in climate. Information was gathered on
coastal landforms and coastal processes to identify vulnerable locations and assist decisionmaking regarding proposed coastal development and for coastal management purposes.
The natural structure and formation of landforms and coastal features between Wreck Point
and Fisherman Islands is tied to outcrops of coastal limestone along the shore as well as the
presence and shape of the nearshore reef system. This geological control was used to
identify discrete sediment cells where changes to landforms in one part of a cell were highly
likely to affect the remainder of the cell but with potentially limited affect on adjoining cells.
Thirty six cells were identified along approximately 160 km of coast. Potential relationships
between the sand dune ridges (barriers) and the underlying coastal limestone topography
were determined; landform patterns comprising the dune systems identified; and individual
landforms described for each cell. The scales of description respectively correspond to scales
used in the compilation of coastal management strategies and plans.
Landform vulnerability was estimated as a combination of the susceptibility of the geological
structure supporting the landforms to environmental change and the current condition of
the landforms as indicated by existing evidence of erosion. Together, a geological structure
and the landforms it supports define a land system. The assessment involved consideration
of the integrity of the geological or geomorphologic structures of land systems and the
condition or stability of the landforms supported in a matrix to estimate five grades of
vulnerability (Figure A). Susceptibility rankings were determined from values assigned to
marine topography near the shore; the shape of the shoreline; coastal orientation; and the
prevailing type of landforms present in the cell. Similarly, instability rankings were based on
the proportion of rocky versus sandy seabed; beach type and/or beachface shape; whether
the frontal dune complex was eroded; and an overall estimate of vegetation cover on the
sand barrier. The analysis was intended to be indicative rather than prescriptive, with
applications for strategic planning purposes as a first step to more detailed risk assessment
procedures.
Results included the definition of the 36 cells, which were named after their southern
boundaries, and the estimated vulnerability of each cell (Table A & Figure B). Vulnerability
rankings determined on a five-point scale for each sediment cell indicated four (11%) of the
36 cells examined had a low level of vulnerability; 10 (28%) were of low-to-moderate
vulnerability; 16 (44%) were moderately vulnerable; six cells (17%) had a moderate-to-high
vulnerability ranking; and none had a high vulnerability ranking. More detail is available from
the full technical report The Coast of the Shires of Gingin and Dandaragan, Western
Australia: Geology, Geomorphology & Vulnerability.
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Figure A: Indicative Vulnerability Matrix for a Mixed Sandy and Rocky Coast
Note: Susceptibility of a geologic structure to environmental change and the current
instability of coastal landforms were estimated for each coastal cell on a three point scale as
being low, moderate or high. In the matrix these were combined to provide a five point
estimation of the vulnerability.

Table A: Susceptibility, Instability and Vulnerability Rankings for Each Cell
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Figure B: Estimated Vulnerability Rankings for the Gingin-Dandaragan Coast
Note: Compartments were defined as large sections of coast with a common land system.
Three levels were identified from primary to tertiary compartments, with the offshore
boundaries at the 130m, 50m and 20m depth contours. Each compartment contained a
number of sediment cells to which the vulnerability rankings were ascribed. The
vulnerability rankings referred to the cell as a whole but not to individual landforms.
Different landforms within each cell were likely to have higher or lower levels of
vulnerability than the cell as a whole.

